Growing social and economic pressures demand technological innovations that enable the widespread usage of unconventional sources of water. These challenges motivate the emerging fit-for-purpose paradigm, wherein water is provided at the precise quality level of the intended application. Unfortunately, to date, fundamental advances in materials and nanotechnology have been slow to advance this paradigm. Using examples from membrane science and engineering, we highlight the critical need to bridge research at the molecular and nano-scales with development at the device and systems-scales to fully realize sustainable fit-for-purpose water technology. Specifically, we present four opportunities for computing and data science to accelerate convergence of sustainable water research: materials informatics and inverse design, model-based design of experiments, superstructure optimization, and uncertainty quantification. As such, we highlight opportunities to collaboratively revolutionize molecular-to-systems engineering of sustainable water technologies, but emphasize open communication between data scientists and water-focused researchers using a common vocabulary as a significant hurdle.
Introduction
Driven by factors such as economic and population growth, aging infrastructure, and increased concerns regarding pollution, water sustainability research is undergoing a paradigm shift to emphasize the highly interconnected and interdependent nature of Earth-water-human systems. Moreover, an increased 5 awareness of the vulnerabilities within existing water supply and management infrastructure has driven interest in the use of non-traditional water resources (e.g., seawater desalination, wastewater reuse) to meet growing demands. As such, several modifications and alternatives to centralized water treatment sys-tems that produce water of a single, potable quality have been proposed. For example, distributed systems that incorporate regenerative treatment technologies tailored to provide fit-for-purpose water closer to its point of use could be incorporated as part of larger networks [1] . Mihelcic et al.
[2] broadly define sustainable engineering as "the design of human and industrial systems to ensure that humankinds use of natural resources and cycles do not lead to di-15 minished quality of life due either to losses in future economic opportunities or to adverse impacts on social conditions, human health, and the environment".
In this context, sustainable water systems maximize reuse and minimize environmental impact by utilizing a series of treatment processes and recycle loops to produce water at a purity level demanded by the requirements of its users. 20 Moreover, dissolved solutes in waste waters (e.g., nutrients, metal ions) may be viewed as renewable resources that can be recovered. Ultimately, the successful design of these systems will require addressing fundamental questions from the molecular to systems scales related to the development, adoption, and integration of treatment technologies into sustainable networks that ensure robust and 25 resilient infrastructure that can quickly recover from damage or disruption (e.g., natural disasters, equipment failures) [1] .
Concurrent with efforts to re-envision the design of the water supply and management infrastructure, advances in chemistry, materials science, and molecular engineering are providing unprecedented abilities to design, characterize, 30 and manipulate materials at the molecular through nanoscales [3] . As such, significant opportunities exist to empower the rational design of materials to positively impact water security by coupling this control to the rigorous design of treatment networks through the development of detailed structure-property relationships. For instance, zirconium metal organic frameworks (MOFs) are 35 excellent candidates for the design of selective sorbents that target the removal of harmful organic contaminants from water treated for direct potable reuse [4, 5] . Moreover, thermoresponsive solvents enable water extraction from high salinity brines using low-cost waste heat as the primary energy input [6, 7] . Due to their ease of operation, modular design, and low energy demands, membrane- 40 based technologies are exciting prospects for clean water technology [8, 9, 10, 11] .
Self-assembled block polymer materials allow for the creation of membranes with pore wall chemistries that are readily tailored to enable solute-specific separations and detection. For example, membranes with pore walls tailored to detect and capture metal ions, if appropriately designed, could be used for resource 45 recovery or remediation efforts [12, 13, 14] . Nanocomposite membranes, which are fabricated by incorporating nanomaterials into the matrix of conventional membrane structures, can be designed to promote the inactivation of microorganisms that lead to disease and biofouling [15] . Alternatively, nanocomposite membranes can be designed to enable localized solar-thermal heating that en-50 hances membrane distillation processes [16] . While the promise of these materials is exciting, transformative advances for sustainable water have been slow to manifest in practice. Due to their time-and resource-intensive natures, the empirically-driven, heuristic methods that guide most efforts to enhance material properties and device performance are one impediment to realizing this 55 potential. Typical workflow are often narrowly focused on a single, fixed system design and do not incorporate feedback from rigorous systems analyses and process synthesis optimization.
Accelerating materials discovery necessitates a move away from classical Edisonian methods to principled and data-driven frameworks that can guide 60 material design and process synthesis to overcome the gaps in knowledge that inhibit the translation of new materials and devices from the laboratory scale to sustainable water treatment technologies. While there is consensus that materials enabled solutions will play an important role, realizing the goal of developing sustainable water technologies and resilient water management infrastructure 65 requires inputs from several fields of study. This critical review offers the perspective that data-science enabled paradigms can precipitate the development of materials and technologies for sustainable water by accelerating research at intersection of materials science, computer science, civil and environmental engineering, mechanical engineering, and chemical engineering. In Figure 1 , we 70 elaborate the multiple length scales of molecules-to-systems design along with four data-driven tools, namely, materials informatics and inverse design, design of experiments, superstructure optimization and uncertainty quantification, that can be applied at these various scales. Opportunity 1: Materials informatics and inverse design 75 We foresee the convergence of materials informatics, Bayesian optimization, and inverse design enabling two to three orders of magnitude acceleration in identification of promising membrane materials tailored for sustainable water technology. The goal of inverse design is to computationally predict (macro)molecular and/or self-assembled structures that achieve target material 80 properties. Although empirical structure-property relationships exist for some polymer structures [14] , the fundamental understanding of molecular interactions and transport mechanisms that govern solute-specific separations are still rudimentary [17] . Materials informatics leverages massive online datasets to automatically learn structure-property relationships that are vital to solve the 85 inverse problem of materials discovery [18] . We anticipate the imminent confluence of materials informatics with physical and synthetic chemistry will lead to new insights and more accurate structure-property relationships enabling automated frameworks that expedite the engineering of polymer nanomaterials.
In Figure 2 , we show the sequential and heuristic nature of the conventional 90 materials discovery workflow and contrast it with the integrated nature of datascience tools highlighting the benefits that each paradigm can gain from the other.
The nearly limitless design space of candidate materials cannot be enumerated with conventional high throughput computational screening methods 95 [19, 20] . Instead, in materials informatics, a surrogate or machine learning model is constructed to predict material properties (e.g., solubility) from input design variables (e.g., molecular structure). Adaptive design techniques refine the sur- Extending established top-down superstructure optimization methods to encompass emerging fit-for-purpose paradigms and the additional constraints needed to address resource recovery and water reuse can help to focus research 205 efforts into these highly-integrated, complex systems on the most impactful areas [38] . In this domain, there is a great need to understand the basic cost and performance drivers [39] for new sustainable water technologies in the context of existing or future infrastructure, regulations, and public opinion with many stakeholders [40] . Superstructure optimization is often overlooked during to hybrid models, which combine physics-informed equations with a data-driven component that quantifies model form uncertainty [51, 55] . Using these uncertainties, superstructure optimization can provide quantitative material property and cost targets that serve as input for inverse materials design. Critically, this 290 vision necessitates integrating innovations in data science and UQ with fundamental scientific and engineering principles to accelerate sustainable water technologies faster than both fields working separately.
Conclusions
In this review, we highlight four opportunities for emerging data-science 295 frameworks to establish new paradigms for sustainable water technologies: materials informatics and inverse design, model based design of experiments, superstructure optimization, and uncertainty quantification. Many engineering challenges in the sustainable water domain are likely intractable for existing computational paradigms, but provide timely and impactful applications to mo-300 tivate methodological advances in data and computer science. Data-driven tools cannot alone revolutionize the field. Instead, we foresee collaborative efforts that combine domain specific knowledge with data science paradigms to realize holistic molecules-to-infrastructures engineering frameworks that usher in the next era of materials for sustainable water enterprises and beyond. · This article studies seawater reverse osmosis using a rigorous model considering a solution-diffusion mechanism of transport across the membrane, as well as membrane fouling criteria. The analysis for a single feed, multi-product network suggests novel permeate split designs, iden-
